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Question about TG modifier-as per Jeff W, a modifier may have more than one meaning when used with 

a specific code. Kathy Haines provided TG with H0039 to indicate pre-admission screen done by ACT 

team. 

Reminder that FG is a great TA resource to help build teams 

When visiting a dual ACT/IDDT team use entire tool, when visiting an ACT team, use entire tool as ACT is 

required to treat COD whether or not IDDT specific 

Resend Site list to get additional reviewers 

Shared experiences: 

 Lot to cover in a day 

 Too much to focus on when looking at 3 EBP (ACT/IDDT/ Trauma)  

 The better the organization, the better smoother the experience 

 Noted penetration rates and outreach has improved since MiFAST focused on it 

 Concern about protocol (etiquette) when concerning issues arise-bring up immediately? Wait til 

report? Or schedule a follow up phone call and follow up visit 

a) Examples: unbundled services billed separately 

b) Transportation instead of therapy 

c) Assisting and encouraging independence and growth and step down programs 

d) Billing for ACT while consumer hospitalized (this is illegal, make sure they know this) 

e) Saying it in the moment can clear up confusion immediately (example 80% community visits and 

groups) 

 Develop treatment plans with facilitation skills; seems to have fallen off 

 Information used for training feedback loop  

 Teams needs are at different levels-new or reforming teams versus well established teams have 

distinct needs 

 Remember this is a visit to help it is NOT an audit; gentle it up: now you have the report, let’s go 

over what you learned 

 Treatment plans should be strength based with the objective to measure consumer goals, clinicians 

struggle 

 Shadowing in UP good experience, deficit of resources for access for SUD treatment 

 Consultation and TA-great experiences with Jennifer 

 Tami has sent resources back to the teams 

 Process-strategy completed report, schedule meeting w/ staff at agency to go through report 

together and note few below fidelity, consult coach train; invite them to ??? sit down, look through 

and id focus areas or find resources to help 

A place will be developed on imp to hold helpful TA resources 

  

 


